
Nature Effects in AKVIS NatureArt 12.0. Major Update: New Interface, M1 Support

June  1,  2022  —  AKVIS  announces  the  update  of  AKVIS  NatureArt,  software  for  imitating  natural
phenomena  on  images.  Version  12.0  provides  the  redesigned  user  interface,  a  watermark  for
premium effects in the Home version, full support for Apple M1 processors, and other improvements.

AKVIS NatureArt adds stunningly beautiful natural effects to photos. It  is possible to change the
weather and mood of an image or create a new picture from scratch.  The software includes 12
breathtaking nature effects:   Rain,  Sun, Water,  Ligntning, Clouds,  Frost,  Rainbow, Aurora,  Fire,  Ice,
Night Sky, and Snow. Each effect comes with a series of presets, customizable settings, and tools.

Version 12.0 introduces the redesigned user interface. The interface elements have been modified, as
well  as  the  program  icon.  The  new  version  offers  native  support  for  the  Apple  M1  series  of
processors,  providing faster performance.  The software now allows users to apply the premium
effects even in the Home version, with a watermark, saves the Snow Brush settings, adds support for
new RAW formats, and offers compatibility and stability improvements.

AKVIS  NatureArt  is  available  for  download  at akvis.com.  It's  possible  to  try  all  features  of  the
software during the 10-day trial period.

AKVIS  NatureArt  runs on Windows 7,  8,  8.1,  10,  11  -  32/64-bit;  macOS 10.12-12.0  -  64-bit.  It  is  also
compatible with Linux via Wine. The software can be used as a standalone application and as a plugin
with  compatible  graphics  editors: AliveColors by  AKVIS,  Adobe  Photoshop,  Corel  PaintShop  Pro,
Affinity Photo, etc.

AKVIS  NatureArt  comes  in  Home,  Home  Deluxe,  and  Business  versions  (lifetime  licenses),  with
differing levels of functionality, for a price starting from $72.00. The update is free for users who
bought the software in the last 12 months. Users, whose licenses are older and are not valid for the
new version, can get AKVIS NatureArt 12.0 for only $14.95.

For more details about the software, please visit akvis.com.

 

AKVIS (akvis.com) specializes in the development of photo and video processing software. Since the
company's launch in 2004, it has released a wide selection of successful products for Windows and
Mac.  The company always keeps up  with the times and updates its  products  with cutting-edge
technologies.
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